The 
Introduction
Although sighted people can read signs and symbols to navigate urban areas, the blind cannot. Recognizing some of the many signs and symbols in cities are extremely important to the safety of the blind, such as for taxis, pedestrian walk symbols, zebra crossings, and straight line tactile guide paths and junctions. Detecting the symbols associated with these tasks is more than challenging for most blind people.
In recent years, several vision substitution devices have been developed [1] . After receiving a user's command, these devices provide specific services to individuals who have some sensory loss. Via an algorithm, these devices transform automatically data from a camera into a decision. This work applies a novel method to detect yellow taxis, pedestrian walk symbols consisting of a green walk icon and a yellow countdown timer, zebra crossings characterized by a regular pattern of white parallel stripes, and straight line tactile guide paths and junctions composed of bricks in the shape of yellow squares. The proposed method can be applied to vision substitution devices.
Related work
A few methods or systems have been developed to detect pedestrian walk symbols, zebra crossings and/or tactile guide paths. Most target one or two symbols and provide extended functions, such as calculating the vanishing point of the ground in an image. These methods are characterized by their identification accuracy and processing time for tasks.
To detect pedestrian walk symbols, shape information of the icons is adopted. Wang et al. [2] extracted the Histograms of Oriented Gradients features from the hand figure in the red icon. Alghamdi et al. [3] applied the Speeded-Up Robust Features algorithm to an image to detect the green walk icon of a man with his legs apart, and to detect the red do-not-walk image of a man standing still. Shioyama et al. [4] detected the similar icons. They derived the affine moment invariant to determine the features of the man shapes. Ivanchenko et al. [5] also detected the man icon for walk. They analyzed the icon for the presence of two legs and a head. In these studies, the exact distance from the camera to the symbols was not reported.
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The size of any object in an image decreases linearly as the distance between the object and camera increases. This problem was also noted by Ivanchenko et al. [5] for walk symbol detection. In practice, this distance generally depends on road width as pedestrian walk symbols are typically on either sides of a road. For example, on a 14-meter-wide road, a walk symbol with icon sized 20 × 20 cm on the other site of the road can be 18 × 18 pixels when taken by a camera with a 30° angle of view and a 640 x 480 resolution. As the distance between the camera and target increases, an icon's size decreases and some details of shapes are eliminated. An icon's information in images weakens when icons in this study were shot at a long distance.
To detect signage for zebra crossings or tactile guide paths, information related to outline of stripe in the images were adopted. Ahmetovic et al. [6] extracted straight-line segments lying along long the edges for each stripe of a zebra crossing with a Line Segment Detector algorithm. Similarly, to extract the straight-line segments for each stripe in zebra crossings, Shen et al. and Ivanchenko et al. [7, 8] used a local grouping process based on figure-ground segmentation, and Wang et al., Shioyama et al. and Se [2, 4, 9] used the Hough Transform. Xu et al. [10] also applied the Hough Transform to extract straight-line segments lying along a long pair of long edges of a tactile guide path in images.
By utilizing outline information, the algorithms that detect zebra crossings have relatively high accuracy because zebra crossing lines have very high contrast with pavement; that is, they comprise simple shapes (white stripes on a dark ground) and are large (serial long stripes). These algorithms accurately identify outlines. However, one must apply an edge detector, such as a Sobel or Canny edge detector, to detect edge points before extracting the locations of straight-line edge segments from an image.
These algorithms that utilize shape or outline information require an image with sufficient resolution so the shapes of icons or outlines of stripes can be rendered well in images. But, with a high-resolution image, the time taken by computing processes required increases.
Instead of focusing on shape or outline information, two algorithms mainly use color information to detect pedestrian walk symbols and tactile guide paths. To detect pedestrian walk symbols, Aranda and Mares [11] applied a model-based approach based on color histograms to recognize a rectangular area comprised of black, yellow and either green or red. The camera's focal lengths in their experiment were 6-15 m. Karungaru et al. [12] detected tactile guide paths by identifying the path's color using a color threshold and a neural network process. Although these two algorithms, which used color information, may not require highresolution images, they detected only one symbol.
To the best of our knowledge, no detection algorithm has been designed for all five symbols targeted in this work. Moreover, no detection targets to detect taxis or junctions for tactile guide paths. According to group discussions with blind individuals, identifying these two targets are significant problems. In addition to junctions for tactile guide paths, Edwards et al. [13] showed that the blind have difficulty identifying junctions using their feet and canes. Although improvements to tiles [13, 14] were suggested, the area blind people can access was limited by leg length and cane length. This work proposes a method to that detects taxis, pedestrian walk symbols, zebra crossings, and straight line tactile guide paths and junctions on signs. This method can use low-resolution images of 80 × 60 pixels to reduce processing time. A technique based on the Hough Transform is applied to extract straight lines, one geometric element, from low-resolution images. In this work, a preliminary software program based on this algorithm has been already implemented using C++. The effectiveness of the software was evaluated using images.
Proposed detection method

Overview
This method detects taxis, pedestrian walk symbols, zebra crossings, and straight line tactile guide paths and junctions by recognizing their colors, geometric elements, and structural features in images. The algorithm resembles other algorithms in that it uses color information. It differs in that it does not use shape and outline information. Instead, geometric elements and structural information are used. This enables the algorithm to detect these targets in lowresolution images. The green walk icon in low-resolution images represents a cluster of a small area containing pixels of similar colors, as do countdown timers. Thus, small areas are regarded as points of geometric elements. In low-resolution images, stripes of a zebra crossing appear as straight lines, a geometric element; and a taxi in low-resolution images is a large area containing pixels of similar colors, and is regarded as a plane, another geometric element.
Colors, geometric elements and the structures of symbols in images can be characterized as follows: 1) a taxi is a yellow plane; 2) a pedestrian walk symbol is comprised of two points, the upper is yellow and the other is green, which are close to each other; 3) a zebra crossing is a group of white parallel lines; 4) a straight line tactile guide paths is one yellow line; and 5) junctions for tactile guide paths are comprised of two yellow lines that form a cross point in an image. These descriptions summarize what the algorithm "sees."
The detection method has two modules: a color learning module and symbol detection module. These two modules are fed preprocessed low-resolution images. Preprocessing acquires RGB images from a digital camera or database and then reduces image resolution to 80 × 60 pixels. With an aid operator, the color learning module learns the colors of symbols. The learned color values are then stored for the symbol detection module. The symbol detection module detects automatically symbols in images.
Color learning module
The color learning module, as it name signifies, learns the colors of objects that appear in images captured from an environment. To express the R, G and B primary color values of the interested symbols, the RGB color space based on the Cartesian coordinate system is employed. In the RGB color space, each color appears in its primary spectral components of red, green and blue. Ideally, all colors of a single-color object captured from an environment are located at a point in the RGB color space. As an object typically has uneven surfaces and lighting angles differ, the colors of an object are influenced and are located in a larger region in the color space. To select this region, a cube can be used to range the colors. A range cube in this work is defined as the intersection of R, G and B color ranges. Thus, constructing the range cube of an object's color means establishing the ranges of R, G and B values. (1) Manually collect the number of colors of the target object in images. In this experiment, 30 colors are collected.
(2) Range the R, G and B values based on collected colors, and store the range values. The equations to establish one primary color range (R, G or B) are as follows:
where q and p are the highest and lowest value of the primary color values of the collected colors; S is an adjustment parameter, which is set manually to fit the range tightly to colors of interest in an RGB color space; and the width of W is half of the range. Table 1 lists the parameters and primary color range values for the colors of symbols in this experiment, and Figure 2 shows the location of range cubes in the RGB color space. In Figure 2 , the range cubes for taxies, countdown timer of pedestrian walk symbols and tactile guide path differ by location and size, even though all are "yellow" objects. Thus, the yellow of tactile guide paths is darker than the others two yellows. This may be caused by the texture of the bricks, which tend to retain dust. The range cube of taxis is larger than the others two yellow objects, likely because cars have curved surfaces and are glossy. Further, the "green" of the walk icon is not pure green in an image; it resembles cyan. This was also found by Kim et al. [15] when constructing a traffic light recognition system. Additionally, this work identified that the size of range cubes of countdown timers and walk icons are similar, and both objects are illuminated. Additionally, some "white" stripes of zebra crossing range from white to gray. The color learning module has the advantage of charactering range cubes without many trial-and-error attempts.
Symbol detection module
This module uses four procedures to detect the five garget symbols (taxis, pedestrian walk symbols, zebra crossings, and straight line tactile guide paths and junctions); each procedure detects one symbol, except the tactile guide path detection procedure detects straight lines and junctions (Figure 3) . The detection procedures detect symbols via their colors, geometric elements and structural features that represent a symbol's appearance in an image to narrow the search space. The principles of color, geometric element and structural feature stages are as follows.
(1) The color feature stage converts RGB images into indexed color images with range cubes, which are previously constructed in the color learning module. All pixel colors in an RGB image are projected into the RGB color space, and any pixel colors projected in the range cubes are replaced with an indexed color, and all other pixels are set to white.
(2) The geometric element stage identifies planes, points and/or straight lines for regions or pixels of indexed colors. To detect a plane and point on geometric elements, a depth-first search algorithm is employed. Pixels that are 8-adjacent to each other are grouped. A group is a plane if its number of the pixels exceeds a plane threshold; otherwise, a group is a point if being smaller than a point threshold. In the experiment, the plane threshold is 1200 and point threshold is 16. To detect straight lines, a Hough Transform-based algorithm is applied. This algorithm extracts straight lines from low-resolution images.
(3) The structural feature stage measure and recognize the relationships between detected objects, the cross point of straight lines and/or the image frame. To detect taxis, yellow is segmented from a low-resolution image using the taxi range cube. The plane elements are detected for yellow in the indexed color image. As an example in taxi sequence (Figure 4) , a yellow plane is detected and is marked with a blue rectangle. The structural feature stage checks whether a yellow plane exists. If so, this procedure detects a taxi.
To detect pedestrian walk symbols, yellow and green are segmented using the countdown timer and walk icon range cubes. As an example in walk symbol sequence (Figure 4) , two yellow points and one green point are detected, and are marked with a small blue cross. The structural feature stage recognizes a structure, a yellow point above to a green point; these two points are close to each other and are at a nearly vertical angle in the image. The distance limit threshold between two points is 8.5 pixels and the angle limit threshold is 30° to vertical in the image.
To detect zebra crossings, white is segmented using the zebra crossing range cube. The white lines are then extracted from the image. The structural feature stage recognizes groups of lines that are nearly parallel. In the experiment, a group has at least 3 lines, and the angles of the lines that difference from the line at top of the group is less than 1°.
For tactile guide path detection, yellow is segmented using the tactile guide path range cubes. 
Extract straight lines in low-resolution images
Generally, using the Hough Transform to detect straight lines in images uses two stages. The first stage converts a binary image into a 2D accumulator array via the Hough Transform. The second stage detects local maxima in the accumulator array. In the first stage, each pixel of objects in an image is converted into a sinusoidal curve in the accumulator array. If the image has a straight line, a peak (local maximum) will be generated in the accumulator array.
The Hough Transform algorithm has been widely used [2, 4, 9, 10] to detect straight lines to identify zebra crossings and tactile guide paths in images. Edge detection was utilized before applying the Hough Transform to images to detect straight lines for edges; however, the proposed algorithm does not utilize edge detection. As shown in junctions sequence (Figure 4) , the tactile guide paths in the index color image present as broken stripes. These broken stripes may not result in ideal straight edges, especially with low-resolution images. Hence, index color images are applied with the Hough Transform without utilizing edge detection in the proposed algorithm, while stripes in images are so wide and broken that local maxima generated from these stripes do not have significant high values.
One way to detect local maxima in the accumulator array involves using a threshold. Local maxima whose values are greater than the threshold correspond to straight lines. A common threshold is defined by some fixed percentage of the global maximum value. But, this threshold dose not identify whether the local maxima is increased from straight lines or not. In the proposed algorithm, an adaptive threshold is determined by the equation Sum/Count × F, where Count is the total number of cells whose value is not zero; Sum is the sum of values of cells in the accumulator array; and F is a fixed parameter that is set experimentally. For a 1D accumulator array example (Figure 5 ), the threshold is 3.5 and the maximum cell's value is 5, such that this cell is a local maximum cell corresponding to a straight line. + An experiment was conducted to assess the accuracy of this method in terms of distinguishing lines from points and planes in low-resolution images (80 × 60 pixels) ( Table 2) . The F parameter is set to 2. As a comparison of the maximum value with the threshold for each geometric element in an image, only the maximum that is generated from a line exceeds the threshold, such that an image with a line is identified as different from the other two images.
Experiments and discussion
The experiment used images to gauge the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed algorithm. The equipment was an Intel Core i5 2.5-GHz PC. Images were collected with a Sony Cyber-shot DSC-P10C camera with an angle of view set at 30°. The images were taken within one week, mostly sunny days, in a two-hour period from 4:00-6:00 p.m. to homogenize lighting. Distances from the camera to target symbols were about 4 m, except the pedestrian walk symbols were shot at between 12-16 m. Target symbols were captured in different places except the straight line tactile guide paths and the junctions since the colors of tactile guide paths differed markedly from location to location. For junctions, only the left/right, left fork and right fork tactile guide paths were tested, and were found at one location. Five datasets of images were generated for the five target symbols ( Figure 6 ). Each dataset had positive and negative images. The positive images contained target symbols, and negative images did not. Figure 7 shows the conditions for acquiring positive and negative images. In positive conditions, the camera was directed at the symbols; in negative conditions, the camera was aimed at places near the symbols. The purpose of the positive and negative test images is to approximate a use case. By using vision substitution devices, blind users may or may not capture a specific symbol they would like to identify. Each dataset had 10 images for the color learning module to learn the colors of the target symbols before testing the symbol detection module. The four symbol detection procedures in the symbol detection module were tested with the five symbol datasets (The tactile guide path detection procedure was tested with two datasets: a straight line dataset and a junction dataset for a tactile guide path). Blue lines frame the regions of the scenes captured. Table 3 lists test results with the five symbol datasets. The columns in Table 3 are headed 'Num' for number of image samples, 'Corr' for number of image samples correctly identified, 'Accy' for percentage of image samples correctly identified, and 'Time' for average processing time (millisecond) for each image.
Test results (Table 3) show that the proposed algorithm achieves a 99.54% true positive rate for positive image samples and 98.79% true negative rate for negative image samples. Average processing time for positive image samples was about 20.42 milliseconds and that for negative image samples was about 15.93 milliseconds. A few false results existed for positive image samples of the pedestrian walk symbol. In most cases (Figure 8(a) ), as getting colors in a source image, the cell array completely misses the shape of the countdown timer. Otherwise, a few false results existed for negative image samples of the pedestrian walk symbol. In most cases (Figure 8(b) ), parts of objects which randomly possess the "countdown timer yellow" and "walk icon green" form a new whole and thus make falsely identification. One false result was generated for identifying negative image samples for a zebra crossing (Figure 8(c) ). The parts of the road mark captured in the image forms a group of parallel lines. Overall, experimental results are promising and demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed algorithm in detecting target symbols. 
Conclusions and future work
This work applies a novel method to detect taxis, pedestrian walk symbols, zebra crossings, and straight line tactile guide paths and junctions by their colors, geometric elements and structural features on low-resolution images. This method achieves a high accuracy rate and speed. The pedestrian walk symbols can be detected at distances of 12-16 m from the camera, yielding a 97.72% true positive rate for positive image samples and a 96.57% true negative rate for negative image samples. A zebra crossing can be detected in an average processing time of roughly 37.54 milliseconds for positive image samples and approximately 35.12 milliseconds for negative image samples. Future research will focus on enhancing the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in detecting these target symbols under different lighting conditions.
